And Then They Came for Me

In Germany they came first for the Communists and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a Communist. Then they came for the Jews and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a Jew. Then they came for the trade unionists and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a trade unionist. Then they came for the Catholics and I didn’t speak up because I was a Protestant. Then they came for me – and by that time no one was left to speak up.

Martin Niemöller, 1892-1984

Interrogation Techniques
Approved by the Bush Administration in December 2002

- Forcing a detainee to stand up for up to 4 hours
- Forced isolation for up to 30 days
- Deprivation of light
- Use of 20-hour interrogations
- Removal of clothing
- Forced shaving of facial hair
- “Inducing stress by use of detainee’s fears (e.g., dogs)”
- Use of mild physical contact that does not cause injury

TAKE ACTION · MAKE COPIES · SPEAK UP
Props to Our Homeboy
George W. Bush

God bless our A-TEAM REPUBLICANS in Washington!

AMERICA IS STANDING TALL AND PROUD. We’re smoking out the EVIL ONES and bringing them to heel DEAD OR ALIVE. We’ll make marriage safe for heterosexuals with a constitutional amendment to DENY FAGS AND DYKES the rights of real Americans. We’re working hard to win back government control over AMERICAN WOMEN’S BODIES. With our Homeland Security and Patriot Act, right-thinking Americans with nothing to hide can sleep tight with LITTLE FEAR OF BEING “DISAPPEARED” into secret detention. We’re showing our weak-kneed allies and the godless United Nations what America can accomplish with blind faith and a QUARTER-TRILLION $.

And GOD BLESS AMERICA, there’s a PROFIT for Halliburton shareholders.
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